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MASTER OPTIONS TRADING TODAY! - #1 Best Seller on  Kindle for Stock Options -  BONUS

CONTENT INCLUDED: - BONUS chapter from Successful Stock Investing- BONUS chapter from

Successful Real Estate Investing- BONUS chapter from Successful Forex Trading- BONUS

additional Practice Chapters - Practice what you've learned here!- and more!Considered to be one

of the most complex and misunderstood investment vehicles, Options are often misused by many.

But did you know that Options allow a stock investor MASSIVE amounts of leverage? Imagine

holding on to five times the stocks you normally can. Imagine making TEN times the gains on a

stock price skyrocketing. How is this all possible? with the power of STOCK OPTIONS! And itâ€™s

all available to you.  THE FUNDAMENTAL APPROACH Understanding options is NO easy matter.

But just for you, we explain stock options piece-by-piece, term-by-term. Weâ€™ll explain options to

you in such a clear, simple way, youâ€™ll be ready to try options out in no time HOW TO USE

EVERY OPTIONS TYPE TO YOUR ADVANTAGE Some investors would rather invest in options

than stocks? Why? Understand their every strategy, every move, in every detail. Weâ€™ll show you

how to react correctly - no matter what market situation. THE MOST POWERFUL OPTIONS

STRATEGIES Would you like to gain TEN times what you would be gaining with a normal stock

portfolio? Weâ€™ll explain how, step-by-step!Also, Learn the TOP strategies used by todayâ€™s

successful options traders Have employee stock options? Read our all-inclusive guide to employee

stock options Confusing stocks and options? Here are the Main Differences.. Stock gains? Stock

losses? Learn how to use options to get the BEST outcomes... Avoid these PORTFOLIO-DEADLY

options mistakes... The best Pricing Models for writing Options and Much, much more!Download

your copy today!BONUS: Download today and get ALL future updates to Successful Options

Trading FREE Available on PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device.Â© 2014 All Rights
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I am always looking for new information and ides on how to make extra money and I came across

this book. This book was packed with solid info on stocks and how to make a lot of money by doing

things the right way. I felt it was a quick read that will only further my passion for investing. The price

was certainly right and it gave me a ton of good info on options trading that I wasn't aware of , I like

how it explained right of the bat this is not a get rich quick scheme but something more than that,

and then they go into detail about how options trading can work for you!Within these pages you'll

find a pretty fascinating look at options trading from the basics all the way through to some

surprisingly advanced stuff. This book is a great jumping off point to get you started in the right

direction!

My friend was doing Option Trading for months and things going smoothly with her. So I decided to

try. I found this book through a promotional site. I was hoping for a good result and It was as

expected. I understand it pretty well. It has a good explanation about its advantages and

disadvantages,the characteristics and terms. It has complete details on what and how to invest

which is really helpful to me. Giving great strategies.I am a beginner on this kind of area which is not

really easy but thanks to the author of this book, It's going smoothly. I hope it will continue.

I am a complete beginner when it comes to trading so this book was a big help. I definitely get

analysis paralysis when dealing with this. However this book was able to break everything down for

me to understand and comprehend. I learned so much about options trading that I feel more

confident in my decisions. Thank you FR Commerce



I am not over the moon with this book, but parts of it are very good.It is intended for beginners so it

explains option trading from the very basic concepts. There is a lot covered in the book and a

complete beginner might be overwhelmed with new information, but space out your reading and it

should be fine.I would like to see more graphs and visually presented information in any way in

books like this one. It is much easier to understand explanations with that kind of presentation and I

don't understand why authors don't use it more.Also, there are some typos and errors in the book,

but nothing that prevented me from reading or understanding the material.I don't believe that this

book will make anyone rich, but it is a good starting point to venture into option trading business.

Give it a try.

I have never traded in options because I have never been able to get my head around them. Now

that I have read this book, options trading finally clicked with me. Not only do I know get the power

and opportunities that options trading provides, but I also now understand. This book features many

of the concepts and basic definitions that you will need to understand the market. This book even

offers something for the options trading enthusiast who think they have a grasp on the market.

There are many complex concepts that you must grasp if you want to become an expert. Though,

this book takes you slowly and easily through each of these ideas.

For beginners the book is good and basic. BUT it promptly goes deeper. Since I am an option trader

I found it helpful. I am more conservative but there are some ideas I will use from its suggestions.

Well worth the price !!HERB

Most people are hesitant to invest in stock market because they see other people around them

losing money. And some thinks that stock market trading is some complex process that needs

immediate solutions to make big money. The truth is once you cover the basic of Option Trading

you will learn how to control different stocks, bonds, and other commodities.In this book one will

learn how to leverage everything to earn more, learn the terms that are being used in option trading,

and one will be armed with different strategies that one can choose from time to time to leverage

their position, as well as some do's and don'ts that should be keep in mind while trading options.I

highly recommend this book. There is a lot of knowledge and ideas that can be learn.

The first book that came up on my search and I decided to buy it despite some of the negative

feedback for it. Every person has a different opinion on things so; itâ€™s natural to have negative as



well as positive thoughts from different people.I saw a negative review saying this is elementary

stuff that can easily be found on the internet. Since the title says â€œfor beginnersâ€• this does

contain elementary level info. Of course, I do feel that some more examples would have worked out

even better for novices. Yet, for a beginner (I believe) loading professional and advanced info all at

once can get them confused. This is a get place to start â€“ basic yet fundamental. Of course once,

the basics are understood, one can look beyond these beginner books and all for advanced info. My

personal opinion as a total novice to this subject, I appreciate the info in this book. Itâ€™s not too

professional that I am overwhelmed with the amount of details nor too basic that my time and

money on this is a waste. Simply these information on options trading is just enough for me to get a

better impression of this.â€ƒ
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